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French Type ‘C’ fusil parts kit:
#Lock-Type-C	 flint	lock,	cast-in	engraved	marks $134.99
#Stk-Type-C-W1 fullstock,	pre-inlet,	black	walnut $299.00
	 •	Stock	#Stk-Type-C	is	offered	in	plain	maple	M1.
#BBL-20-42 barrel,	20	gauge,	42”	octagon	to	round $179.00
	 •	also	available	in	24	and	28	gauge	smooth	bored,	.54	or	.58	rifled.	
#Plug-ST-16-3-R special plug,	3/4-16	thread,	straight	tang $    9.99
	 •	Order	optional	#Labor-BP	plug	installation	at	$25.00
#TR-Fusil-C-T trigger,	curled	end,	wax	cast	steel. $   6.99
#TR-Fusil-P trigger	plate,	slotted,	wax	cast	brass $  10.99
#SP-Fusil-C-B sideplate,	cast	brass,	with	open	work $  20.99
	 •	Iron	sideplate	#SP-Fusil-C-I	is	available	for	iron	trimmed	fusils.
#BP-Fusil-C-B buttplate,	wax	cast	brass $  27.50
	 •	Iron	buttplate	#BP-Fusil-C-I	is	available	at	slightly	lower	price.
#TG-Fusil-C-B triggerguard,	wax	cast	brass $  27.50
	 •	Iron	triggerguard		#TG-Fusil-C-I	is	available	at	slightly	lower	price.
#FS-Fusil-1-GS front	sight,	nickel	silver,	for	round	barrel	$   5.99
	 •	Iron	front	sight	#FS-Fusil-1-I	is	available	at	slightly	lower	cost.
	 •	Order	optional	#Labor-US	front	sight	installation	at	$20.00	each.
#Ramrod-6 ramrod,	3/8”	diameter,	48”	length $   1.49
	 •	When	ordering	rods,	be	sure	to	order	spares,	for	this	gun	or	others.
#RT-6-10-B ramrod	tip,	3/8”	brass,	10-32	thread $   2.29
#UL-NW-1 barrel	lug	for	pin,	flat	base $   1.50
#UL-NW-S1 barrel	lug,	concave	base,	use	two $   1.60
•	Barrel	lug	installation	#Labor-US	is	available	at	$20.00	each.
#RP-Type-C-E-6-B rod	pipe,	3/8”	brass,	entry,	use	one.	 $  11.99
#RP-Type-C-F-6-B rod	pipe,	3/8”	brass,	forward,	use	two	 $  11.50
	 •	Iron	rod	pipes	#RP-Type-C-E6-I	and	#RP-Type-C-F6-I	are	available.
#In-Thumb-C-B thumbpiece	inlay,	wax	cast	brass $ 17.99
	 •	We	recommend	the	optional	thumb	inlay,	not	pre-inlet	into	our	stock.
#THL-S-4-S flash	hole	liner,	1/4-28,	stainless $   2.99
#Screw-Set-EF set	of	unplated	screws	and	pins $  11.79
Type ‘C’ fusil parts kit, as	listed $771.68

	 Plans	for	our	Tulle	fusil-de-chasse	are	very	similar	to	the	Type	‘C’	fusil.	
Our	full	size	print	has	dimensions,	assembly	notes,	and		suggestions.	
The	butt	of	the	Type	‘C’	is	less	curved,	and	decoration	is	more	elaborate	
than	a	Tulle	fusil,	but	most	other	details	are	similar.
#Plan-Tulle full	size	drawing	of	Tulle	fusil only $   6.50
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Type ‘C’ fusil stock. Pre-inlet stocks for French Type ‘C’ fusils:

The	early	French	Type	‘C’	 trade	gun	was	decorated	with	elegant	
	finials	and	open	work.	Our	Type	‘C’	stock	is	fully	shaped,	pre-inlet	for	
our	lock,	lock	bolts,	42”	barrel,	3/8”	ramrod	hole	drilled	full	depth,	un-
derlugs,	trigger,	triggerplate,	triggerguard,	ramrod	pipes,	and	buttplate.	
You	must	hand	cut	any	square	corners,	and	scrape	away	any	candle	
soot	or	inlet	black,	where	inletting	is	too	tight,	until	it	fits.	

Our	shaped	and	pre-inlet	stock	will	allow	even	the	novice	to	build	a	
fine	replica	of	an	early	French	trade	gun.	We	offer	our	Type	‘C’	stock	
in	black	walnut	or	plain	maple.	Original	French	fusils	were	stocked	in	
a	variety	of	woods.		American	black	walnut	has	a	more	open	grain	
pores	than	original	French	walnut,	and	requires	more	finish	to	seal	
or	fill	the	pores.	We	recommend	Laurel	Mountain	Forge	Sealer,	to	fill	
the	pores,	after	you	stain	 the	stock	fairly	dark,	 	before	applying	our	
Permalyn	finish.	Maple	has	closed	pores,	a	fine	choice	for	a	Type	‘C’	
fusil	stock	when	finished	as	walnut.

Beware	of	the	temptation	to	use	figured	wood	on	a	French	trade	fusil.	
Apparently	original	antique	French	guns	were	never	stocked	in	figured	
wood.	Military	gun	makers	selected	straight	clear	grain,	to	make	the	
strongest	stocks.	Highly	figured	wood	is	becoming	widely	recognized	
as	an	incorrect	choice	for	trade	guns	and	military	guns,	today.
#STK-Type-C-M1 stock,	Type	‘C’,	hard	maple only $230.00
#STK-Type-C-W1 stock,	Type	‘C’,	black	walnut only $299.00

Track’s octagon-to-round 42” barrel, by Colerain:
Our	 20	 guage	 42	 inch	 barrel	 is	 .615	 caliber,	 smooth	 bored,	 1”	

	octagon	at	the	breech.	In-the-white,	our	barrel	is	threaded	3/4-16	for	
our	breech	plug	with	.550”	length	thread	journal.	We	can	supply	the	
plug,	or		install	it	at	extra	cost.	Our	gunsmith	can	solder	the	lugs	and	
front	sight,	on		special	order.	Cylinder	bored	with	no	choke,	use	lead	or	
bismuth	shot,	or	round	balls	in	this	highly	polished	bore.	Use	a	.600”	
ball	with	a	.010”	patch,	or	a	.610”	ball	in	a	paper	cartridge.	

Track’s	octagon-to-round	barrel	is	also	available	in	24	gauge	smooth-
bore,	.54	caliber	rifled,	or	.58	caliber	rifled,	all	42”	length.
#BBL-20-42 barrel,	42”	octagon-to-round,	20	ga	 $179.00
#BBL-24-42 barrel,	42”	octagon-to-round,	24	ga	 $179.00
#BBL-28-42 barrel,	42”	octagon-to-round,	28	ga	 $179.00
#BBL-54-42 barrel,	42”	octagon-to-round,	.54	rifled	 $189.00
#BBL-58-42 barrel,	42”	octagon-to-round,	.58	rifled	 $189.00

We	can	install	the	plug,	front	sight	and	underlugs,	at	extra	cost.	Allow	
5	to	7	days	shop	time.	Items	cut	per	your	order	are	not	returnable.	
#Plug-ST-16-3-R breech	plug,	3/4-16,	straight	tang	 $    9.99
#Labor-BP install	breech	plug,	a	perfect	fit $  25.00
#Labor-US solder	lug	or	sight,	each	 $  20.00

Buttplate, French Type ‘C’ fusil .........................#BP-Fusil-C-B or I
These	French	buttplates	and	triggerguards	have	matching	finials.

#BP-Fusil-C-B buttplate,	wax	cast	brass only $  27.50
#BP-Fusil-C-I buttplate,	wax	cast	steel only $  21.99
Triggerguard, French Type ‘C’ fusil ..................#TG-Fusil-C-B or I

Used	from	1680	until	1730,	this	triggerguard	has	a	decorative	finial	
which	matches	the	buttplate.	See	our	pages	of	full	size	photographs.
#TG-Fusil-C-B triggerguard,	wax	cast	brass only $  27.50
#TG-Fusil-C-I triggerguard,	wax	cast	steel only $  21.99

Rod Pipes, French Type ‘C’ fusil ....... #RP-Type-C-(E or F)-6-B or I
Wax	cast	ramrod	pipes	in	brass	or	steel.,French	Type	‘C’	fusil		pipes	

fit	a	3/8”	wooden	ramrod.	See	our	pages	of	full	size	photographs.
#RP-Type-C-E-6-B ramrod	pipe,	brass,	3/8”,	entry	 only $  11.99
#RP-Type-C-F-6-B ramrod	pipe,	brass,	3/8”,	forward	 only $  11.50
#RP-Type-C-E-6-I ramrod	pipe,	iron,	3/8”,	entry	 only $  11.50
#RP-Type-C-F-6-I ramrod	pipe,	iron,	3/8”,	forward	 only $  10.99
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